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Academy; but its activities are on such a vast scale that
they simply determine policy, mainly through their
Praesidium (council), and they leave the management to
the officers and a large full-time staff. The President of
the Academy (at present the physicist S. I. Vavilov) has
the salary, status, and privileges of a Minister, He
Eves in a special residence and devotes all his time to the
Academy. He is eligible for re-election and may serve for
very many years; the last president (V. L. Komarov) was
President from 1936 to 1945. The election of the President
is accompanied by leading articles in the newspapers. His
movements and pronouncements appear in the press almost
every week. His photograph is familiar to millions of
people.
To the Academy's original function as an aristocracy of
science has been added its function as manager of scientific
laboratories and as scientific adviser to the Government.
The Academy finances and controls 57 institutes, 16 labora-
tories, 15 museums, 31 commissions and committees, 73
libraries, 35 research stations and 7 societies.1 In January
1945 its scientific staff alone consisted^ 4,213 workers and
600 research students (aspirants),2 in addition to large
numbers of technical assistants, laboratory workers,
librarians, secretaries and accountants. The libraries
under the Academy are said to contain over ten million
volumes.3 There is an Academy bookshop in Moscow;
an Academy press; a splendid Academy rest home near
Moscow where Academicians and their families may retire
for a month or six weeks in the summer4; and another
1	220 let akademi nauk SS.SJl.   Spravochnaya kniga 1945.
2	Ibid., p. 306.   The Academy has the power to grant its own
doctor's degree.	3 Ibid., p. 307.
4 Children are,not allowed in the rest home; but as most Academi-
cians are grandparents, this is not a serious restriction. It might be
supposed that Academicians find it difficult to ' retire * in the very
close company of dozens of other Academicians. But in fact they
wander about the grounds separately, passing the time of day, but
rarely forming aggregates except for an occasional game of billiards
or chess.

